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ABSTRACT 

Significant advancements in enhancing passenger safety and vehicle structures have been made 

in the automotive industry to protect the occupants and to minimize the injuries during crash 

events. Variety of crash tests, based on federal regulatory standards, have been performed with 

an end goal to examine the occupant kinematics and potential injury responses. Among different 

automotive crash scenarios, the frontal impact is the most common type of accident, which has 

been considered in this study. In recent years, computer-aided engineering tools have been 

extensively utilized in modeling, analysis and design of vehicle structures and occupant safety 

systems. The primary reason for the development and use of simulation models is to reduce the 

number of full-scale sled tests performed, which require vast flow time and are associated with 

significant cost. This thesis entirely focuses on the comparison of dynamic responses of human 

body models versus the crash dummy models in various vehicle frontal federal regulatory 

standards. For this reason, a ford taurus car representing a typical sedan has been considered as a 

medium. The simulation tests are conducted for the full frontal impact, small offset overlap 

impact and oblique impact configurations. A car interior environment is developed in 

MADYMO code, in which the human and dummy models are placed in. The acceleration 

acquired from the finite element analysis of frontal crash scenarios and the driver seat node are 

then input into the MADYMO code for both human and dummy models, and their kinematic 

responses are then compared. Per regulations, chest injury is considered to be a prominent factor 

in frontal crashes. Hence, the variations of chest deflection, chest acceleration and viscous 

criteria are investigated. The results from this study illustrate the potential difference between the 

human and dummy dynamic performances in various frontal crash scenarios. In particular, the 

differences in chest acceleration, chest deflection, and flexibility of spine are quantified.    
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1        Background 

 The road fatalities from the year 1959 to 2011 indicate there is a tremendous increase in 

the fatality rates in the year 1971 and also, reached the peak around 1971 and 1979 [1]. In 2011, 

fatality rates were significantly low compared to previous years due to the improvements in crash 

safety systems. Figure 1.1 illustrates the road fatalities from the year 1959 to 2011. 

                              
Figure 1.1 Road Fatalities 1959 to 2011 [1] 

   
 Among the road vehicle fatalities, frontal collisions are the most frequent and fatal when 

compared with other collisions such as side-impact collisions, rear-impact collisions, roll-over, 

and others. Figure 1.2 depicts the impact direction frequencies from a typical study in Europe, 

where frontal crashes constitute approximately about two-third of all collisions in 2003 [2]. 

Fatality rates for the European individual collision categories indicated that frontal collision 

result in approximately 40% of all vehicle fatalities, the highest among all categories, as 

illustrated in Figure 1.3 [3].        
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In the US, based on the data from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 

(NHTSA), occupant fatalities are highest for frontal collisions of passenger cars which is around 

(41%) followed by side-impact (31%), roll-over (22%), and rear (1%). Frontal Collisions can be 

categorized into three: 

 Full-Frontal Impact 

 Small Offset Overlap Impact 

 Oblique Impact 

Among these, the small offset overlap is the most dangerous crash test followed by 

oblique, as all the impact energy is to be dissipated in a small corner of the car. Occupants in the 

small overlap move both forward and toward the side of the vehicle during an impact. Also, the 

small overlap affects the vehicle’s outer edges, which are not well protected by the crush-

zone/crumple-zone structures. As a result of this, the force exerted during a crash can affect the 

frontal tires, suspension system and even the firewall which can cause severe injuries to the 

occupant inside the car. Figure 1.4 shows the occupant fatalities by type of crash in the year 2001 

for passenger cars, pick-up trucks, vans, and suv [3]. 

Front 21%

Offset 12.3%

Ang. Front 14.6%

Rear

2.3%

Front Side 19%

Angular Side 17.2%Side 7.2%Angular 

Back 3.6%

Front 21%

Offset 12.3%

Ang. Front 14.6%

Rear

2.3%

Front Side 19%

Angular Side 17.2%Side 7.2%Angular 

Back 3.6%

Rollover, 5%

Rear Collisions, 

2%Vulnerable Road 

Users, 18%

Lateral Impact 

Car-to-Car, 20%
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with Obstacles, 

15%

Frontal Impacts, 

40%

Figure 1.2 Distribution of European 
vehicle collision location [2] 

Figure 1.3 Fatality rates for the 
European individual collision 

categories [3] 
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Figure 1.4 Occupant Fatalities by Type of Crash, 2001 [3] 

 

 Crashworthiness describes the ability of the structure to undergo deformation by 

dissipation of energy through the structure thereby reducing the severity of impact and protecting 

occupants in the structure. These progresses have prompted new crash dummy designs for frontal 

and side impact, dummy response requirements, related injury criteria for head, neck, chest, and 

lower limits, and the improvement of computer based human models. This work has been 

executed in Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) to make enhance the vehicle 

accident and restraint performance and eventually to enhance safety for all motor vehicle 

occupants. 

            The details of various automotive Finite Element (FE) models have been compiled by the 

NCAC [8]. One can find the details regarding the full-frontal, small overlap, and oblique frontal 

from the same source. This provides detailed information regarding various test conditions 

exclusively for frontal collisions. This also provides different test conditions for different speeds 

and impact angle for different cars. The details on the FE Taurus model considered in this study, 

for different frontal collision such as full-frontal, small overlap, and oblique can also be accessed 

from the NCAC. It also provides details on the vehicle-to-vehicle frontal collision and side 
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impact collision, acceleration and velocity variations for the rear and cross seat members, engine 

top and bottom accelerations and the structural deformation. Various other sources share similar 

information on automotive injuries and related injuries [13,14]. 

The progressed MADYMO human model is a 50th percentile male, based on the 

anthropomorphic information got from the RAMSIS software package, which has some expertise 

in the car ergonomic examination. RAMSIS gives a point by point geometric depiction of the 

human body taking into account broad anthropomorphic measurements on different civilian 

populations and incorporates investigations of automotive-seated posture. At that point this 

information has been changed over to MADYMO and updated for application in crash 

simulations. Using the facet assessment of MADYMO, the surface depiction is specifically 

transposed on the multibody 'skeleton', bringing about a model with exact geometry and low 

calculation times. The MADYMO contact calculation for facet surfaces has been proficiently 

used to model contact with different surfaces, ellipsoids, planes, cylinders and finite elements. 

Despite the enhancement in the occupant restraint technology like force limiting belts, 

advanced airbags and pretensioners, thoracic injuries are those type of injury that occurs 

frequently in a frontal impact, especially to the elderly. This thesis investigates thoracic response 

and injury parameters for verifying thoracic injury risk in various vehicle frontal federal 

standards. 

             Human volunteers can sustain 20% of the chest compression under quasi-static frontal 

loading scenarios without injuries. Compression is the amount of deformation over thickness of 

the thorax [31]. 
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             The most significant injury criteria is chest deflection in relation to compression 

mechanism, acceleration and force based criteria related to compression and loading and 

eventually viscous criterion related to both compression and viscous response.  

Injuries to Human Thorax can be classified into two: 

 Skeletal 

 Soft Tissue Injuries of internal organs 

             Among these soft tissue injuries are considered the most critical ones. Also, different 

kinds of injury criteria have been proposed such as deflections, accelerations, forces, viscous 

criteria which is a combination of deflection and velocity of deflection in order to predict 

thoracic injuries. The last criterion is the most promising one as it is closely related to the 

physical mechanisms occurring at the time of impact loading. 

             Thoracic deflection is required to ascertain this criterion precisely. Many studies have 

been conducted to acquire a detailed description on thoracic deformation at the time of an impact 

rather than using a deflection measurement. An example of this approach is twelve accelerometer 

array [9,10].    

1.2        Regulatory Standards 

            The Highway Safety Act of 1970 set up the National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration (NHTSA), under the US Department of Transportation. It is in charge of 

reducing deaths, injuries and economic losses coming about because of motor vehicle crashes 

which is achieved by setting and implementing safety performance principles.       
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             Consistently the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) assesses 

crash safety of cars/trucks. From the new arrangement of different vehicles, NHTSA chooses the 

vehicles, which are anticipated to have high sales, vehicles that have been redesigned with 

structural changes, or have change in safety equipment for testing, for example, airbag and 

restraint systems. 

NHTSA categorizes how well different vehicles ensure front-seat travelers in a head-on 

impact. Results are given in a one-to-five star rating, with five stars demonstrating the most 

ensured, and one star, the minimum. These crash tests are important just when comparing 

vehicles in the same weight class. During a crash the occupant is subjected to a vast force which 

could bring about critical injury, so the structure of a car ought to be designed in a manner that 

the structure takes all the strengths or decrease the power that are transmitted to the occupant. 

Federal law requires all passenger cars to finish a 30mph frontal crash test while the NCAP test 

includes colliding with a rigid barrier at a pace of 35mph [18].  

1.3       FMVSS 208 Regulations 

With a specific end goal to decrease traffic collisions, deaths and injuries, The National 

Traffic and Motor Vehicle Act1 were established on September 9, 1966. This law guides the US 

Secretary of Transportation to build up Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS), to 

which producers of passenger cars, trucks, buses, motorcycles and items of motor vehicle 

equipment must conform and ensure compliance. The law characterizes  FMVSS as a base 

standard for motor vehicle performance, or motor vehicle equipment performance, which is 

practicable, which addresses the issue for motor vehicle safety, and which gives objective test 

criteria. 
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   FMVSS STANDARD NO. 208 “Occupant Crash Protection” is applicable to passenger 

cars, trucks, buses, explosive devices and pressure vessels. This standard contain performance 

requirements for the protection of vehicle occupants during a crash thereby reducing the death 

rates of vehicle occupants and also, the injury severity [17]. The main purpose of this standard is 

to decrease the fatality rates and injury severities to occupants involved in frontal crashes. 

Basically, the requirements are as described below. 

Effective since 1-1-68: Passenger Cars: 

Lap/Lap and Shoulder safety belt assemblies must be used for each assigned seating 

position. But in convertibles, lap and shoulder safety belt assemblies are required in every front 

detachable seating position.   

            Effective since 1-1-72: Passenger Cars, Trucks – Options 1 and 2 Only: 

Passenger cars, buses and trucks with an overall weight rating of 4,536kg (10,000lbs) or 

less, whereas buses (driver seat only) can have: 

1. A complete passive protection system, 

2. Lap belts, belts warning and meeting 48km/h (30mph) crash test requirements, or 

3. Lap or lap and shoulder belts, seat belts cautioning: detachable seats might have a 

single point push button discharge and emergency locking/automatic locking seat 

belt retractors. 

            Effective since 1-1-73: Passenger Cars: 

Requirements are the same as the previous one except the upper torso restraints. It may 

have emergency locking retractor. 
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            Effective since 9-1-95: Trucks and Buses: 

The lap portion of each seat belt in a forward-facing seat may have a lap belt portion 

which is lockable. 

Front, detachable assigned seating positions for Passenger cars, Trucks and Buses with a 

gross vehicle weight rating of 3,856kg (8,500lbs) or less and emptied vehicle weight of 2,495 kg 

(5,500lbs) or less. 

            Effective since 9-1-86: Passenger Cars, Trucks and Buses: 

May meet passive restraint phase-in requirements 

            Effective since 9-1-89: Passenger Cars: 

May meet passive restraint requirements. 

            Effective since 9-1-91: Trucks and Buses: 

May meet 48km/h (30mph) crash test requirements with seat belts fastened. 

            Effective since 6-22-95: Passenger cars, Trucks and Buses: 

Vehicles with no rear seats or seats that are too small to fit a rear-facing infant seat 

should be equipped with airbag cut-off switch for the passenger airbag. 

            Effective since 9-1-96: Passenger Cars: 

May meet phase-in requiring airbags. 

            Effective since 9-1-97: Passenger Cars: 
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May be equipped with airbags. 

            Effective since 2-25-97: Passenger Cars, Trucks and Buses: 

 May be equipped with a warning label. 

            Effective since 3-19-97: Passenger Cars, Trucks and Buses: 

 For the unbelted dummy test condition, producers have the choice to ensure vehicles 

utilizing the sled test indicated as a part of the standard versus the 48km/h (30mph) vehicle-into-

barrier crash test [17]. 

1.4        NCAP Test Method 

 NHTSA started crash testing of famous vehicle models in United States in 1978. Their 

convention, FMVSS 208, included head-on crash of passenger vehicles into a fixed rigid barrier 

at 35mph. At that point, these outcomes were distributed for the information of customers, as the 

US arm of the international New Car Assessment Program (NCAP). Figure 1.5 illustrates the 

Small offset overlap crash test. Figure 1.6 shows the full frontal impact test followed by Figure 

1.7 which depicts the oblique frontal impact test. These are the various Frontal Impact Tests 

performed by NHTSA to ensure vehicle and occupant safety. 

 

Figure 1.5 Small Overlap Crash Test (25%) [18] 
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    Figure 1.6 Full-Frontal Crash Test [18]    Figure 1.7 Oblique Crash Test (35 %) [18] 

   For a Full-frontal collision on a rigid wall, the vehicle moves at a speed of 35mph, 

which is equal to a vehicle moving at 70mph colliding with another stationary vehicle of same 

weight. Afterwards, the impact on dummy and human models chest, head and thorax are 

measured and studied. However, the damage caused to the vehicle itself is not verified [18, 19]. 

  The same procedure is followed for a small overlap test, which means 25% of the front 

bumper comes in contact with the rigid wall moving at a speed of 35mph. The same is 

considered for the Oblique crash test, in which the vehicle is rotated at 15º with respect to the 

rigid wall to get a 35% overlap at 35mph. 

1.5        Dummy Used for Regulatory Tests 

             Since its advancement in 1970s, the Anthropomorphic Test Device (ATD) has turned 

into the essential assessment tool to research vehicle occupant safety. As per NHTSA, all 

domestic vehicle producers and most foreign vehicle makers are currently utilizing the Hybrid III 

ATD to assess their safety countermeasures. The vast majority of these countermeasures are 

explored in frontal effect conditions. Consequently, the Hybrid III ATD has been for the most 

part created and accepted under frontal effects. 
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             The Hybrid III 50th% design is now maintained and developed by Humanetics in 

conjunction with the Society of Automotive Engineers' (SAE) Biomechanics Committees and the 

National Highway Transport and Safety Administration (NHTSA). The dummy is a regulated 

test device in the USA Code of Federal Regulations (Part 572, Subpart E) and also in the 

European ECE Regulations. Figure 1.8 illustrates the 50th percentile Hybrid III [4], and Figure 

1.9 depicts a belted 50th Percentile Hybrid III ATD utilized inside a car for regulatory testing [5]. 

The current regulations also include testing of other size dummy models, the 5th% female, 95th% 

male, 6 year-old child, 3 year-old child, and 12-month-old (CRABI) child dummies.   

 

     
Figure 1.8 50th Percentile Hybrid III ATD [4] Figure 1.9 50th Percentile Hybrid III ATD       

Inside a Car [5] 
 

1.6        Injury Parameters/Pass-Fail Criteria 

 The field of injury biomechanics manages the impact of mechanical loads, specifically 

impact loads on the human body. Because of this mechanical load, a region will encounter 

mechanical changes. These progressions are known as the Biomechanical responses. An injury 

will happen if a biomechanical system distorts past a recoverable breaking point, bringing about 
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damage to anatomical structures and change in normal function. The mechanism included is 

known as the injury mechanism and the severity of the subsequent injury is named as the "injury 

severity" [18]. 

   Table 1.1 illustrates AIS (Abbreviated Injury Scale) which is the most accepted 

anatomical scale worldwide and has different injury levels such as:  

Table 1.1 Abbreviated Injury Scale [9] 
AIS Injury Levels 

0 No Injury 

1 Minor 

2 Moderate 

3 Serious 

4 Severe 

5 Critical 

6 Maximum (cannot be survived) 

9 Unknown 

 

   Most of the injury parameters are based on acceleration forces, displacements and 

velocities. These can be acquired with the standard features offered by MADYMO. 

Several Injury Parameter ascertains are available [9]: 

1. Head Injury Criteria (HIC) 

2. Neck Injury Criteria (FNIC) 

3. Neck Injury Predictor (Nij) 
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4. Gadd Severity Index (GSI) 

5. 3ms Criterion (3MS) 

6. Thoracic  Trauma Index (TTI) 

7. Viscous Criteria (VC) 

8. Combined Thoracic Index (CTI) 

9. Femur Force Criterion (FFC) 

10. Tibia Index (TI) 

11. Tibia Compressive Force Criterion (TCFC) 

   Among the above mentioned list, Chest Deflections, Chest Accelerations and Viscous 

Criteria are plotted for all the scenarios and the values are tabulated. 

   Three principle injury criteria’s for thorax are Compression, Viscous Response and 

Inertial Loading. Most of the injuries will occur in combination with one another. The prominent 

criteria’s are Chest Deflection in relation to the compression mechanism, Acceleration and Force 

based criteria related to compression and inertial loading and last but not the least, Viscous 

Criterion related to both compression and viscous response. Table 1.2 illustrates the Pass-Fail 

criteria for Thoracic Injuries, per FMVSS 208 for frontal collision. 

Table 1.2 FMVSS 208 Chest Injury Criteria [9] #* 
Injury Criterion Performance 
Limits 

50th% 5th% 6-yr old 3-yr old 12-mo old 

Chest Resultant Acceleration (G) 60 60 60 55 50 

Chest Deflection  (mm) 63 52 40 34 N/A 

# In case there is a knee impact into bolster, the limit on compressive knee load is 10kN (50th% 
Hybrid III) 

* ECE R-94 chest injury criteria for frontal impact also includes:      VC < 1.3 m/s  
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1.7           ATD Models 

                To avoid extensive cost and time, mathematical modeling of the occupant (dummy) 

has been utilized over for last few decades. These models have been validated for new 

experimental test. MADYMO (Mathematical Dynamical Models) is a software package, which 

can be utilized to simulate the dynamic response of the dummy in various crash configurations. It 

is utilized widely as a design tool in automotive companies and research laboratories. 

MADYMO enables verifications on suitability of different restraint systems such as seatbelts and 

airbags. An extensive variety of MADYMO dummy models are accessible in ellipsoid 

arrangement. The commonly used models for frontal impact are Hybrid III 5%, 50% and 95%. 

The models are also available as scalable models which can be scaled to any population 

percentage desired. The 50th Percentile Hybrid III Dummy being stiff shows very less relative 

movements such as bending, twisting, when compared with human models. The Hybrid III ATD 

model has 37 parts. Figure 1.10 illustrates the MADYMO Ellipsoidal Model of Hybrid III 50th 

Percentile Dummy. 

                                    

Figure 1.10 MADYMO Ellipsoidal Model of Hybrid III 50th Percentile Dummy [5] 
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1.6         Motivation 

  It would be of great interest to examine the dynamic performance of the human body 

models in comparison with the dummy models in a particular type of crash scenario, such as the 

frontal collision. It would also be useful in comparing the response of occupants in frontal crash 

scenario related to various frontal collisions regulatory standards.   

 Wide varieties of Human Models have been created in MADYMO for both car 

occupants and pedestrians. The human model has 92 parts. Since these models are 

multidirectional, it can be used for frontal, lateral, rear impact and rollover scenarios. These are 

more biofidelic than the dummy models that are developed for special loading conditions.  

Benefits of Human Models are as follows: 

 Improved biofidelity when compared to dummy models 

 Scalable to different body sizes 

 Multidirectional 

 Biomechanical data can be enclosed 

 Muscle activity study     

 Posture analysis 

 Fracture analysis 

1.7        Literature Review 

 Several sources have been identified and studied related to the topic of this thesis. The 

literature collected has been grouped into sources focused on testing the frontal crash scenarios, 
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sources which include modeling techniques for such scenarios, and the sources containing 

detailed injury-related information on such tests.   

 The Full Frontal Impact Test represents genuine vehicle to vehicle frontal impact with 

each vehicle moving at same velocity [20]. NHTSA/US-NCAP implemented full frontal impact 

tests amid late 1970s with occupant safety as their primary goal, where the vehicles including 

passenger cars, trucks and transports are collided with a rigid barrier [21] and must meet Federal 

Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) 208, Occupant Crash Protection [22].  Shrestha [23] 

studied the computational modeling and analysis of a passenger car frontal impact per new 

FMVSS offset, oblique and small offset overlap tests. Maletz [24] studied the comparative 

analysis of structural crash behavior and corresponding occupant responses in vehicle-to-vehicle 

impact scenarios.  

 More tests are performed with the moderate offset and small offset overlap impacts since 

they are found to be more reliable to portray this present reality situation since the information 

proposed that majority of the crash that happen are offset crashes. Small Offset Overlap Frontal 

Impact reflects the genuine situation, such as when the driver tries to guide far from an oncoming 

traffic and impacts small portion of the frontal structure or when a vehicle hits the tree or post on 

its extreme end of the front guard. Slope et al expressed that the fatality comparing to the small 

offset overlap impact is hard to distinguish when the level of impact and the association of the 

longitudinal structure is obscure [25]. Small Offset Overlap frontal Impact is demonstrated very 

lethal since amid an impact there is no inclusion of any strong structure to withhold the impact 

energy because of which the fender alongside the tire, suspension system and the firewall is 

pushed again into the occupant bringing on huge intrusion and severe injury. An exploration on 

examinations of 91 fatal frontal crashes in Sweden done by Lindquist et al [2004] including 
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belted occupant in the front row demonstrates that 48% of the fatalities happened are because of 

small offset overlap frontal impact happening 60% on the left half of the vehicle [26].  

 In the report by James David Bean et al, out of 29 fatalities in the frontal impact, 12 are 

because of little small offset overlap frontal impact, 13 are because of oblique impact and 4 of 

them were oblique corner impacts. Small overlap is the most dangerous crash in the general plan 

of frontal impacts [26]. 

 Moradi and Lankarani [27] developed several mathematical modeling tools for the 

impact dynamics of mechanical systems and structures and applications in crash energy 

management, impulse mitigation, and impact injury biomechanics. Lankarani [28] developed 

contact/impact dynamics applied to crash analysis of human body and ATDs. Ma [29] developed 

a multibody/finite-element approach for modeling of the human spine and the analysis of 

different crash environments. Tummala [30] studied the full-width and offset frontal impact of 

Ford Taurus and its corresponding occupant injuries. Kendale [31] investigated the biofidelity of 

human body models and comparison to dummy models in reconstruction of  full frontal crash 

scenario. Nekkadapu[32] studied the biofidelity of human body models and comparison to 

dummy models in  side impact scenarios. Ermer [33] developed a simple human body model and 

examined the dynamic behavior of the human body subjected to impact conditions with and 

without restraint. Ma [34] further developed the finite element approach for inclusion of 

flexibility in occupant spine for the analysis of crash dynamic responses. Lankarani [35] 

investigated the trends in biomechanical modeling and simulations of the human body motion. 

Digges mentioned the chest injury criteria for frontal impacts was initially based on the 

resultant chest acceleration measured on Dummy. Chest Deflection cannot be measured in this 

dummy as it did not have the capability to measure. Thus, acceleration was the preferred 
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tolerance measurement [35]. Prasad later mentioned that dummy being very stiff and due to its 

non-biofidelic thorax design, chest acceleration was the only possible injury response that was 

meaningful to control [35]. Kent et al explained regarding the 60G threshold for chest 

acceleration.  He mentioned it was based on volunteer tests of non-injurious level and not to 

attain serious thoracic soft tissue injuries in real humans. He also mentioned that this acceleration 

limit of 60G is comparatively less as the human acceleration tolerance is substantially greater 

than the threshold value [35]. Fayon et al said no clear correlations can be seen once we plot the 

maximum resultant chest acceleration [35]. 

Thor and Gabler [36] investigated the feasibility of estimating chest acceleration from 

pelvis acceleration and shoulder belt forces for a frontal crash scenario. The method used to 

measure the chest acceleration was based on a simple two-mass one-dimensional model of a 

vehicle occupant where pelvic acceleration and shoulder belt forces are applied as forcing 

functions. The combined loads on the chest by pelvis and shoulder belts were a reasonable 

estimate of force on the chest early in the crash prior to the airbag loading. 
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CHAPTER 2 

OBJECTIVE AND METHODOLOGY 

2.1       Objective  

The objective of this study is to develop a computational methodology for the 

comparison of the 50th percentile active Human Body Model (HBM) and the 50th% Hybrid III 

Dummy Model for the full-frontal, small overlap and oblique crash tests considering a typical 

sedan as a medium. All the above mentioned collision simulations are performed at 35mph as per 

the NCAP regulations. The LS-DYNA non linear finite element code is used for vehicle analysis. 

MADYMO is used for HBM occupant response. Acceleration acquired from DYNA is provided 

to a representation vehicle environment in MADYMO. The kinematic response and injury 

criteria are compared from the human and dummy models. All the simulation and analysis are 

run for 200ms in MADYMO for the following scenarios: 

 Neglect both Airbag and Seatbelt, 

 Seatbelt Only, 

 Both Airbag and Seatbelt included.  

The kinematics of the human and dummy models from various simulations are then examined 

and compared. 

2.2       Methodology 

The research is based on LS-PREPOST, LS-DYNA and MADYMO. The FE model of 

Ford Taurus (a passenger car) from NCAC is utilized for the various impact scenarios. For 

validation, a Full Frontal collision test is performed and has been compared to ensure how close 
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the model and plots are with respect to the previous tests. The acceleration acquired from each of 

the tests were taken and provided to MADYMO for both Hybrid III dummy and HBM. The 

occupant responses were compared for each of the tests and tabulated. For all the tests, same 

procedure is followed where the vehicle moves at 35mph and collides with a rigid wall. In Small 

Overlap, 25% of the front bumper will come in contact with the rigid wall whereas in Oblique, 

35% will come in contact with the wall kept at angle of 15º. All the tests mentioned here are 

performed according to NCAP protocol. The entire process is depicted in Figure 2.1. 

                     

                                        Figure 2.1 Methodology Flowchart 
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2.3      Computational Tools 

The forthcoming section verifies the different Finite Element Analysis and Occupant 

Safety Simulation tools utilized in the analysis of Full-frontal, Small overlap and Oblique crash 

tests of Ford Taurus. LS-DYNA was used to run the car model and acquire the acceleration 

whereas; MADYMO was used to compare the kinematic responses of HBM and Dummy models 

for various vehicle frontal federal regulatory standards. 

2.3.1   LS-DYNA 

LS-DYNA is a useful, explicit finite element program used to break down the nonlinear 

dynamic response of three-dimensional inelastic structures. It’s completely computerized contact 

algorithm and error-checking features have empowered clients worldwide to effectively settle 

numerous complicated crash and structural analysis issues. It has been generally utilized as a part 

of automotive sector for complete finite element analysis. 

It has an ability to handle sophisticated geometries with numerous components that 

experience extensive deformations. For a given time step, an explicit code requires less 

calculations per time step than an implicit one. This is particularly helpful in examining solid and 

shell structures. If there should be an occurrence of a car collision, airbag deployment, the 

explicit technique has been appeared to be quicker, more precise and more flexible than the 

implicit strategy.   

LS-DYNA has more than one hundred metallic and non-metallic material models such as 

Elastic, Elastoplastic, Elasto-viscoplastic, Foam models, Linear Viscoelastic, Glass Models, 

Composites and so on. These are used in various applications. 
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The completely mechanized contact analysis capability in LS-DYNA is easy to utilize, 

vigorous and approved. It utilizes constraint and penalty techniques for contact connections. 

These methods have worked to a great degree well in the course of recent years in various 

applications, for example, Full-car crashworthiness studies, System analysis and Occupant safety 

analysis. 

It has a capability to couple with different analysis tools which is another good feature of 

LS-DYNA. It can couple with MADYMO in case of a crash test for placing a dummy/human 

model inside the car. 

            Certain prominent areas of LS-DYNA are as follows: 

 Crashworthiness Simulations: automobiles, airplanes and so on 

 Occupant safety analysis: airbag, seatbelts and so on 

 Metal forming: rolling, forging, casting, extrusion, spinning, ironing, profile 

rolling, hydroforming (enclosing huge deformations), and multi-stage processes. 

LS-DYNA is available in almost all the platforms. It runs on supercomputers, all leading 

UNIX workstations, and MPP (massively parallel processing) machines.  

2.3.2   MADYMO  

            MADYMO (Mathematical Dynamical Models) is a software package, which can be 

utilized to simulate the dynamic response of the dummy in various crash configurations. It is 

utilized widely as a design tool in automotive companies and research laboratories. 

MADYMO enables verifications on suitability of different restraint systems such as 

seatbelts and airbags. To make a MADYMO input data file, the user first chooses the quantity of 
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multibody systems and finite element structures to be incorporated into the simulation model. 

For example, a simulation model can comprise of one multibody system for a dummy, one for a 

deformable steering column and one for a child restraining system, and finite element structures 

for driver-passenger side airbag and the knee-bolster. For every multibody system, the quantity 

of bodies and their setup must be determined. Additionally, for the finite element mesh, 

component types and material properties must be determined. 

The acceleration field model ascertains the forces at the center of gravity of bodies or 

finite elements because of a homogenous acceleration field. This model is valuable for the 

simulation of acceleration forces on a vehicle occupant amid an impact. 

Planes, ellipsoids, cylinders and facet surfaces can be joined to a body to speak to its 

shape. The contact surfaces are of significant significance in the portrayal of the collaboration of 

the occupant with the vehicle interior. The elastic contact forces enclosing hysteresis are an 

element of the penetration of the contact surfaces. Notwithstanding these, damping and friction 

can likewise be indicated. 

The last segment of input file manages the output parameters required from simulation 

for injury study. The output produced by MADYMO is indicated through an arrangement of 

output control parameters. MADYMO likewise offers the likelihood to ascertain injury 

parameters like femur and tibia loads, HIC, Chest Deflection and Acceleration, Viscous Criteria 

and so on. Results are put away in various output documents, which can be available by post 

processing programs. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

           This chapter describes the development of the dummy models; human body models; car 

interior, such as the seat, seat belt, airbag, steering column, leg bolster, pedals; and also the 

detailed finite element model of the car.  

3.1      Dummy Modeling 

An extensive variety of MADYMO dummy models are accessible in ellipsoid 

arrangement. The standard models of the adult and child Hybrid III dummies are the 5th 

percentile female, the 50th percentile male, the 95th percentile male, 6 year old child and 3 year 

old child Hybrid III dummy models. The size and weight of the American adult male is spoken 

to by Hybrid III 50th percentile male ATD. The model has 37 bodies. 

Figure 3.1 shows the Hybrid III 50th Percentile Ellipsoidal (Left) – considered for this 

study, and the Facet (Right) Dummy Models in the Reference Position [6]. 

                                           

Fig 3.1 Hybrid III 50th Percentile Ellipsoid (left) and Facet (right) Dummy Models in the 
Reference Position [6] 
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Ellipsoidal Model versus Facet Model 

                    The ellipsoid model and the facet model has same multibody basis. Ellipsoid Models 

provide precise approximation of facet model utilizing ellipsoid surfaces. Their geometry is 

explained by means of ellipsoids, cylinders and planes. The internal geometry of facet model is 

utilized only for visualization and is placed in separate FE-models. The outer surface of facet 

model is explained with meshes of shell type. These are entirely connected to rigid 

bodies/deformable bodies. Thus, they enable more precise geometric representation when 

compared to ellipsoid models. The components of the dummy model have been explained in 

detail below:          

Thorax/Ribs and Sternum 

The sternal region of the thorax is fairly consistent contrasted with the more lateral 

regions of the thorax. To incorporate this distinction in the model, two bodies have been 

incorporated into the model. The rib body speaks to the front of the ribcage (left and right) and 

the sternum body speaks to the agreeable sterna region (center). The sternum body is associated 

with the rib body with a translational joint permitting sternum compression. The rib body is 

associated with the upper torso body by method for a cardan-restraint consolidated a point-

restraint. These joined restraints depict the stiffness of the ribs. 

Lumbar Spine 

To acquire a model for lumbar spine a mix of a free joint and an ensured joint 

resistance model is utilized. This secured joint resistance model portrays the lumbar spine 

consistence in the model. The joint area has been picked in the center between the connection 

plates of the lumbar spine. The mass and inertia properties of the real lumbar spine have been 
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divided over both spine bodies. The upper spine body is associated with the upper torso by 

method for a bracket joint, also the lower spine body is associated with the lower torso. These 

bracket joints take into account the output of constraint loads at the upper and lower lumbar 

spine load cells. 

Abdomen 

                  The abdomen has been demonstrated as a different body, which is associated with the 

lower torso with a translational joint. This body is incorporated to depict the consolidated 

twisting of the abdomen and the lower torso flesh in light of lap belt loading. 

Hip 

                 The hip model is a mix of a spherical joint and a secured joint resistance model. The 

hips are demonstrated with purported "modified femurs" permitting extended hip flexion. 

Therefore, this model additionally gives a sensible expectation to direct loading of "unmodified 

femurs". Friction has been actualized for the hip joints with the coulomb friction in 

RESTRAINT.JOINT components in which both a steady friction and an extra load dependent 

friction were indicated. 

3.2      Human Modeling 

Wide varieties of Human Models have been created with a difference between the 

occupant and pedestrian models. The model has 92 bodies. Since these models are 

multidirectional, it can be used for frontal, lateral, rear impact and rollover scenarios. These are 

more biofidelic than the dummy models that are developed for special loading conditions. 
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Benefits of Human Models indicate: 

 Improved biofidelity when compared to dummy models 

 Scalable to different body sizes 

 Multidirectional 

 Biomechanical data can be enclosed 

 Muscle activity study 

 Posture analysis 

 Fracture analysis 

             Figure 3.2 illustrates the 50th Percentile Human Male Model in seating position [7]. This 

model has proper skin and flexibility as of real humans and hence, provides exact injury levels 

that can be compared with the real life scenarios. This provides more injury levels than dummy 

models due to its flexibility. 

 

Fig 3.2 Human Model: 50th Percentile Male Model [7]  

Detailed Leg 

              It consists of bones, ligaments, and muscles which are modeled separately for the 

muscles to be activated. Also, the outer geometry is same as that of the leg of a mid size male. 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the detailed leg of a human model with muscles, bones and ligaments [7].  
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Fig 3.3 Detailed Leg Model with Bones and Muscles [7] 

 
Detailed Neck 

              In Figure 3.4, vertebrae are demonstrated by facet surfaces rather than ellipsoids and all 

limitations, for example, intervertebral discs, ligaments and muscles are displayed independently 

rather than lumped together with six dof restraints. It has 5 kinematic joints located at the centers 

of 4 rubber disks and on the rotation axis of the nodding joint (OC).   

                          
                          Fig 3.4 Detailed Neck Model with Muscles [7] 

 
Spine and Neck 

              The lumbar, thoracic and cervical spines are demonstrated in a manner that it gives a 

biofidelic reaction in an extensive variety of loading conditions. Rigid bodies associated by free 

joints that has lumped joint resistance models portray the vertebrae. The geometries of the 

lumbar and thoracic vertebrae are each portrayed by a single ellipsoid. Non-linear lumped joint 
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resistance models are utilized to speak to translational and rotational resistance in spine and 

neck. These parameters depend on literature data [8]. These joint resistance models depict the 

dynamic reaction of the intervertebral discs, ligaments and impacts of muscular resistance 

comprehensively. Figure 3.5 illustrates the spine and neck of HBM in front and lateral cross-

sectional view [7]. 

                               
           Figure 3.5 Spine and Neck in Front and Lateral Cross-sectional View [7] 

Thorax and Abdomen 

              These are demonstrated utilizing adaptable bodies. These bodies portray 3D distortions 

with just a couple of degrees of freedom and are in this way productive.  

  Both the models comprise of 4 adaptable bodies. The adaptable bodies divide the thorax 

and abdomen in horizontal slices. Adaptable bodies are associated with the closed rigid vertebral 

body of the spine. Each adaptable body can twist in 3 predefined modes: frontal, left and right. 

Point restraints are included toward the model the frontal and horizontal firmness and damping 

of adaptable bodies, and the stiffness and damping in all modes have been set to negligible 

values. Figure 3.6 illustrates the right view of the facet active human model with arrows pointing 

flexible bodies, and rigid bodies shown as green dots [7].  
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Figure 3.6 Right View of the Facet Active Human Model with Arrows Pointing to 
Flexible Bodies, and Rigid Bodies Shown as Green Dots [7]  

Shoulders 

              The shoulder frames a moving base for the upper extremity. It comprises of various 

joints associating the humerus, scapula, clavicle and sternum. Scapula contacts the back of the 

thorax. This association makes the shoulder a closed chain component. In the real human body, 

scapula contacts the thorax. In order to maintain this contact and to stabilize the shoulder girdle, 

an active muscle force is required. The scapula is supported on the spine with the help of point 

restraints to T1 and T9. Hence, the load transfer from shoulder to spine has been modeled by 

skeletal connection and these additional force models. Figure 3.7 depicts the shoulder model in 

frontal cross-sectional view [7]. 

 

Figure 3.7 The Shoulder Model in Frontal Cross-sectional View [7] 
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Limbs 

              The portions of the upper and lower limbs are all depicted by rigid bodies associated by 

spherical joints. In effect, some passive bending is conceivable in every rotational direction of all 

genuine human joints. Along these lines, degrees of freedom in which deliberate development is 

unrealistic are likewise included. The resistance parameters depend on literature data on passive 

human joint properties [16]. 

Skin 

              The external surface of the human model (skin) is depicted by around 2000 triangular 

components associating around 1000 nodes characterized as an invalid material. The skin is 

partitioned into 45 areas that are upheld on the closest bodies. Proper skin support is critical for 

exact exchange of contact forces and for practical skin deformation. 

3.3     Finite Element Belt Modeling 

Restraint systems are intended to minimize occupant injuries and are initiated when an 

accident is identified. Typical instances of restraint systems are seatbelts and airbags. The real 

favorable position of FE seatbelt is that it permits horizontal belt slip over the dummy surface. 

Friction amongst dummy and belt is considered. Both lap and shoulder belts are demonstrated 

utilizing these portions. Both the belts were demonstrated with membrane components, 

MEM3NL (Non linear 3-node triangular membrane element). To catch the sliding interface 

between the seatbelt and the surface of the occupant, membrane components are utilized to 

characterize the webbing. The shoulder belt comprises of 752 TRIAD3 components and the lap 

belt comprises of 512 TRIAD3 components. 
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Figure 3.8 depicts the Finite Element belt (shoulder and lap belt). Belt plays a major role in 

protecting occupants in crash events, to limit injury levels to a certain extent. Occupant has 

chances of survival with seatbelt at the time of collision. It reduces the injury levels especially to 

the thoracic and abdominal areas as the 3-point belt restrains the motion of the occupant relative 

to the inside of the car during a crash.   

                         

            Figure 3.8 Shoulder and Lap Belt Model Development in MADYMO 

3.4     Airbag Modeling 

The airbag has the standard driver airbag state of two discs sewed together around the 

edge. Membrane components with thickness 0.0005m are utilized. Ortholinear material sort is 

assigned to these components. Triggering condition is utilized to initiate the airbag inflation at a 

predefined time. This works like a sensor with given sign sort. Activating condition is assigned 

in the inflator definition.  

For the airbag inflation, activating condition with info signal time is picked. The gas jet 

alternative in MADYMO is utilized to speak to the inflator main outflow direction. Mass flow 
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curves and temperature curves are assigned to the inflator. Nitrogen gas is utilized for the gas jet 

option. Figure 3.9 illustrates the finite element airbag model. 

 

Figure 3.9 Airbag Model Development in MADYMO 

The circular jet alternative with a range of 0.025m is assigned to the airbag. The pack has 

one vent opening. The gap definition included making a different part and material. The material 

sort HOLE is assigned to this new part. A few components of the airbag are picked and relegated 

to the opening. Table 3.1 depicts the driver airbag model summary. 

Table 3.1 Driver Airbag Model Summary [31] 
Description Airbag 

Number of Parts 6 

Number of Nodes 1027 

Number of Elements 2048 

Number of Straps 4 

 

            Case studies by the NHTSA depicts that the implementation of airbags reduced death 

fatalities by about 30 percent in full frontal crash.  It also estimates that airbags prevented about 

600 fatalities in 1995 alone.   
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3.5        Car Interior and Dummy Modeling in MADYMO 

             Vehicle interior of 2001 Ford Taurus is designed based on the sample file provided in the 

MADYMO installation. This file is validated for frontal impact. It consists of seat structure, 

steering representation, three point belt, ground, leg bolster, and pedals. Figure 3.10 illustrates 

the Car Occupant (Dummy) and Interior Modeling Representation in MADYMO. 

 
Figure 3.10 Car Occupant (Dummy) and Interior Modeling Representation in MADYMO 

3.6      Car Interior and Human Modeling in MADYMO 

            Vehicle interior of 2001 Ford Taurus is designed based on the sample file provided in the 

MADYMO installation. This file is validated for frontal impact. It consists of seat structure, 

steering representation, three point belt, ground, leg bolster, and pedals. Figure 3.11 illustrates 

the Car Occupant (HBM) and Interior Modeling Representation in MADYMO. 
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Figure 3.11 Car Occupant (HBM) and Interior Modeling Representation in MADYMO 

3.7      Finite Element Modeling of a Typical Sedan 

            The finite element model is produced utilizing the measurements from the real time 

model by a procedure known as digitizing. The car is initially dismantled and assembled into 

seven principle gathers, the edge, front external, cabin, doors, bed and miscellaneous. The three 

dimensional geometric information of every segment is then acquired by utilizing a passive 

digitizing arm associated with a desktop computer. The surface patches produced from 

determined digitized information is stored in AutoCAD in IGES format. Figure 3.12 illustrates 

the Finite Element Model of a Ford Taurus Passenger Car [38].  
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                                  Figure 3.12 Ford Taurus FE Model [38] 

Impressive point of interest is incorporated into the rail edge and front structures 

including bumper, radiator, radiator assembly, suspension, engine, side door and cabin of the 

vehicle. These parts are digitized as detailed as could be expected under the circumstances, 

minimizing any misfortune in the part's geometry. The FE vehicle model summary is depicted in 

the Table 3.2. 

              Table 3.2 Finite Element Model Summary of 2001 Ford Taurus Passenger Car [23] 
Number of parts 802 

Number of nodes 921,793 

Number of shells 838,880 

Number of beams 10 

Number of solids 134,449 

Total number of elements 973,351 
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CHAPTER 4 

HUMAN AND DUMMY RESPONSES IN FULL FRONTAL IMPACT  

          This chapter discusses on the human and dummy responses in full frontal impact test. The 

chest acceleration, chest deflection, and viscous criteria are plotted for both human and dummy 

models for various scenarios, and are then compared. 

4.1        Finite Element Modeling of a Full Frontal Impact for a Typical Sedan 

             The full frontal impact is modeled with the FE model of the 2001 ford Taurus from the 

NCAC, per section 3.7.The rigid barrier is placed right in front of the vehicle, and the vehicle is 

given a forward longitudinal velocity of 35mph. This configuration depicts the earlier version of 

the FMVSS 208 regulation; as shown in Figure 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.1 FE Model of the Full Frontal Impact of a Typical Sedan into a Rigid Barrier [24]   

4.2        Finite Element Simulation Results and Model Validation 

            The Frontal Impact has been performed using LS-DYNA/LS-PREPOST. The Ford 

Taurus model has been taken from NCAC website and was subjected to a frontal impact with 
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rigid barrier at 35mph as per NCAP protocol. Figure 4.2 depicts the finite element simulation 

results at different time intervals. 

  

 
Figure 4.2 Simulation of Frontal Crash of the 2001 Ford Taurus 

 
Acceptance of this sort of detailed vehicle crash simulation model is a troublesome task. 

The general crash response is made of commitments from the vehicle frame, body parts, and 

loads transmitted through segments, for example, the engine, suspension and drive train. Figure 

4.2 above demonstrates the simulation of the frontal crash of Ford Taurus Passenger Car. 

Model acceptance incorporates quantitative examination of acceleration information 

taken from specific focuses in genuine crash tests furthermore in simulations. The exactness of 

the simulation can be assessed by contrasting nodal time history information taken from 

simulations to genuine accelerometer information [39]. A genuine crash test with the same setup 

has been done by NHTSA. A 2001 Ford Taurus Passenger Car was collided to a rigid barrier at 

t = 0ms t = 100ms 

t = 200ms 
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35mph. All the test information relating to this test is accessible on the NHTSA site for the 

general population and researchers [40]. 

The simulation of Ford Taurus passenger car has been verified by comparing the results 

acquired with the actual frontal impact test. The NCAP Test 3248 shows the frontal impact test 

performed as per NCAP protocol. Figure 4.3 depicts the acceleration profile acquired from the 

driver seat node. 

  
Figure 4.3 Acceleration Profile on Driver Seat Node 

 
The plot indicates the full frontal acceleration pulse acquired from the driver seat node of 

a passenger car. The maximum acceleration for full frontal impact is 56G. Injury to the occupant 

is comparatively low compared to the other crash scenarios due to the crumple zone structure 

located at 50 percent (front), in the middle of the car. As soon as the vehicle collides, the 

crumple zone structure helps in reducing the velocity of impact thereby protecting the engine and 

the firewall from damage which in turn protects the occupant inside the car from severe injuries. 
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Figure 4.4 depicts the acceleration components in x, y and z directions when the vehicle collided 

to a rigid barrier in full frontal scenario. 

 
Figure 4.4 Acceleration Components (x, y, z) for the Full Frontal Impact  

 
The FE model of Ford Taurus and the crash reenactment is checked by looking at the 

diagrams acquired by plotting the acceleration (regarding G), velocity and displacement with 

respect to time and the diagrams acquired from the real full frontal impact run (Test 3248). 

NCAP Test 3248 is the full frontal impact run performed as per NCAP's convention. In Figure 

3.5, the diagram demonstrates the average acceleration finite element analysis of seat cross 

member against the Test 3248 diagram. The analysis diagram is sufficiently close to demonstrate 

that the chart is legitimate. The locus of G as for time in the Figure 4.5 increases and decreases 

correspondingly as the locus of Test 3248. The seat cross member acceleration is compared with 

the NCAC Test 3248 as shown in Figure 4.5. The analysis plot and the test 3248 plot are almost 

similar. 
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        Figure 4.5 Seat Cross Member, Acceleration [41] 

              Similarly, results from FE simulations are plotted against the real NCAP test 3248 in 

terms of average velocity of seat cross member v/s time. From Sprague and geere method, the 

percentage of error has been ascertained independently in magnitude and phase which is then 

combined to acquire comprehensive error for all validation plots. Figure 4.6 depicts the velocity 

acquired from the seat cross member of the Ford Taurus Passenger Car. 

 
Figure 4.6 Seat Cross Member, Velocity [41] 

                Utilizing Sprague and Geer method [41], the percentage of error has been ascertained 

independently in magnitude and phase which is then combined to acquire comprehensive error 

for all validation plots. 
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Where, M is the magnitude error and P is the phase error. M and P are ascertained individually as 

 

 

The variables from above equations can be defined as, 

 

where, t₁ < t < t₂ is the evaluation period, d(t) is the test data and s(t) is simulation time. Table 4.1 

illustrates the percentage of error acquired while validating [41]. 

Table 4.1 Sprague and Geer Error Calculation [41] 
 

Validation Plot 
 

Magnitude Error (%) 
 

Phase Error (%) 
 

Total Error (%) 

 

Seat Cross Member 
Acceleration 

 

5.7 
 

13.4 
 

17.3 

 

Seat Cross Member 
Velocity 

 

-3.3 
 

4.7 
 

5.7 

 

               

              There are four validation metrics strategies presently under evaluation. They are 

Sprague and Geer validation metric, weighted integration factor validation metric, quick rating 

from MADPost software, Mod Eval software and relative error method [41]. 

(3.1)
) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 
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              Computable measures are required to quantitatively compare experimental and 

computational results acquired over a series of parameters in order to objectively assess 

computational accuracy over the traditional qualitative graphical comparison. 

              There are three different error metrics that will be defined in SAE ARP 5765 and are 

magnitude error using relative error, shape error using Sprague and geers, the error metric for 

motion data is different for magnitude error utilizing a simple difference error metric on the most 

important peak. 

              Also, biasing of these metrics does not have a significant effect on the results acquired 

when the errors are small. Thus, for test data uncertainty measurement, it will not have a 

considerable influence in what order the plots/curves are compared as errors acquired are 

generally small.  

4.3     Dummy Responses 

          The occupant response in Full Frontal Impact of Ford Taurus has been tested in 

MADYMO. The acceleration pulse acquired from the driver seat node of a passenger car is 

applied to MADYMO occupant model in order to view the simulations for various parameters 

such as No Airbag and Belt, Only Seatbelt and Both Airbag and Belt. For full frontal impact, the 

occupant injuries will be less compared to other crash tests due to the presence of crush/crumple 

zone structures. Figure 4.7 depicts simulation for full frontal passenger car occupant model 

without airbag and belt, with belt and no airbag and with airbag and belt at different time 

intervals. Flexibility of spine is less compared to human models. This is due to dummy stiffness.  
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(a)  
                           At t = 0ms               At t = 50ms                  At t = 100ms        

(b)  
                         At t = 0ms                 At t = 50ms                   At t = 100ms 

(c)  
                         At t = 0ms                At t = 50ms                  At t = 100ms 

 

Figure 4.7 MADYMO simulations for (a) No Airbag and Belt, (b) Only Belt and (c) Both 
Airbag and Belt 

 

4.4     Human Model Responses 

           The human response in Full Frontal Impact of Ford Taurus has been tested in MADYMO. 

The acceleration pulse acquired from the driver seat node of a passenger car is applied to the 

MADYMO human model in order to view the simulations for various parameters such as No 

Airbag and Belt, Only Seatbelt and Both Airbag and Belt. Figure 4.8 depicts simulation for full 

frontal passenger car human model without airbag and belt, with belt and no airbag and with 

airbag and belt. One can notice more flexibility of spine for human models compared to the 

dummy models. HBM is more flexible than dummy models and shows relative movements that 

can be compared to real humans. 
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                  (a)  

                                   At t = 0ms                      At t = 50ms             At t = 100ms 

                  (b)            

                                  At t = 0ms                    At t = 50ms            At t = 100ms 

                  (c)    

                                 At t = 0ms                    At t = 50ms            At t = 100ms 

 

Figure 4.8 MADYMO simulations for (a) No Airbag and Belt, (b) Only Belt and (c) Both Airbag 
and Belt 

 

4.5     Comparison of Results  

4.5.1     No Airbag, No Seatbelt 

              For Full Frontal Impact, comparison of chest deflection, chest acceleration and viscous 

criteria of Hybrid III Dummy and HBM have been performed with the acceleration pulse 

acquired from the driver seat node. Chest Deflection is considered the most significant compared 

to chest acceleration. All these parameters have been plotted for various vehicle frontal federal 

standards. In Figure 4.9, the peak chest deflection values are 47mm for the ATD and 50mm for 

the HBM. 
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of Chest Deflection for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (No Airbag, No 
Seat belt) 

             Chest Acceleration does not predict thorax injuries. Previously, this was used since no 

other method was available at the dummy thorax. It does not predict thorax injuries. The 

introduction on chest acceleration was not based on the scientific findings from injury 

biomechanics. Today’s knowledge depicts that a 60G tolerance level is invalid. The peak values 

for chest acceleration can be seen from the figure 4.10 as 121G for ATD and almost 124G for the 

HBM. Since the values exceed the threshold, severe injury occurs to ATD as well as HBM. 

 

Figure 4.10 Comparison of Chest Acceleration for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (No Airbag, No 
Seat belt) 
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             Viscous Criteria is defined as the product of velocity of the chest times the compression 

of the body. If the value acquired is higher than 1.3m/s, severe injury occurs.  In this case, severe 

injury will not occur as the values are below the threshold values since the occupant travels 

without airbag and seatbelt. Figure 4.11 illustrates the viscous criteria for Full Frontal Impact 

Test. 

 

Figure 4.11 Comparison of Viscous Criteria for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (No Airbag, No 
Seat belt) 

4.5.2     No Airbag, Seatbelt 

              As observed from Figure 4.12, the Chest deflection, Acceleration and viscous criteria 

have come down due to the use of seatbelt. Seatbelt plays a major role in occupant safety. People 

can survive with minor bruises at certain cases even if the vehicle does not contain airbag and if 

they use seatbelt. The chest deflection, chest acceleration, and viscous criteria are much less in 

frontal impact compared to the other crashes due to the presence of crumple zone structure. It 

reduces the impact velocity as soon as the car collides with a rigid barrier. This reduces the 

severity of injury in occupants.  
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Figure 4.12 Comparison of Chest Deflection for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (No Airbag, Seat 
belt) 

 

Figure 4.13 Comparison of Chest Acceleration for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (No Airbag, 
Seat belt) 

               As observed from Figure 4.13, the chest acceleration of both ATD and HBM has come 

down to 84G and 92G. All the cases, HBM should have higher values when compared with 

Hybrid III Dummy as human models are flexible while dummy models are stiff. Hence, the chest 

deflection, viscous criteria will be less compared to human models. We can notice more variation 
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in HBM than Dummy model. This is due to human model flexibility particularly at the thorax 

and abdomen. Since the values are higher than the threshold values, serious injury occurs to both 

Hybrid III Dummy and Human Body Model. 

             Viscous Criteria in this case (no airbag, with seat belt) has reduced quite a bit for 

Dummy model (in comparison for the no airbag, no seat belt case) whereas for HBM it did not 

reduce much because of the human model flexibility. HBM acts similar to real humans so that 

one can easily predict the injury levels when a real human is in the present scenario comparing 

the values of the HBM. Figure 4.14 shows the values of ATD and HBM as 0.21m/s and 0.23m/s 

respectively. 

 

Figure 4.14 Comparison of Viscous Criteria for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (No Airbag, Seat 

belt) 

              We can also notice that HBM has more chest deflection, acceleration and viscous 

criteria compared to the Hybrid III Dummy as it is more flexible than Dummy especially at the 

abdomen and thorax. 
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4.5.3     Airbag, Seatbelt 

              It’s always safer to travel in a vehicle with airbag and seatbelt. From the values itself we 

can conclude that the occupants are safe as the values are below the threshold values and hence, 

there won’t be any serious injury to the occupant.  HBM has higher values than Hybrid III 

dummy due to its flexibility. So, chances of injury are more in case of HBM. The values are low 

compared to the other two scenarios due to the presence of crush zone structure which reduces 

the velocity of impact thereby reducing the injury severity of the occupant inside a car. Figure 

4.15 illustrates the Chest Deflection for both ATD and HBM with airbag and seatbelt. 

 

Figure 4.15 Comparison of Chest Deflection for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (Airbag, Seat belt) 

             Again, as mentioned earlier, human models have higher values even with the use of 

airbag and seatbelt because of its flexibility. If we have a closer look at Figure 4.16, the value 

has reduced due to the use of airbag to 59G for HBM and 55G for ATD. Severe injury will not 

occur with the use of seatbelt and airbag as it is lesser than the threshold value. As discussed 

earlier, chest acceleration is not a great method to predict thorax injuries. In this particular case, 
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chest acceleration is below the threshold value with the use of seat belt and airbag as the frontal 

crash protects the occupants inside the car due to the crush zone structure thereby reducing the 

severity of injuries on occupants.  

 

Figure 4.16 Comparison of Chest Acceleration for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (Airbag, Seat 
belt) 

             Viscous Criteria is the velocity of deformation times the deformation of the body over 

thickness. Viscous Criteria has come down way below the threshold limit which means no injury 

occurs to the occupant at this point. The peak values of ATD and HBM are 0.16m/s and 0.18m/s. 

Since the values are below 1.3m/s (threshold value), occupants are safe. Viscous Criteria reduced 

due to the use of airbag and seat belt thereby reducing the severity of injury.  

              Human models have greater chance of getting injured than dummy models. Dummy 

Models can be seen safe in most of the cases because of its stiffness whereas the Human Body 

Models being flexible end up with severe injuries. Human Body Model came into existence as it 

is the best way to have comparison with the real humans. It predicts more precisely the injury 
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levels than dummy models. HBM can thus be considered prominent than dummy models. Figure 

4.17 shows the viscous criteria for ATD and HBM with airbag and seatbelt. 

 

Figure 4.17 Comparison of Viscous Criteria for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (Airbag, Seat belt) 

          This research will definitely assist enhance the ability of Dummy and HBM to verify the 

real-world performance of current and future restraint systems. 

          The values acquired are below the threshold values which in turn say that both the human 

model and dummy model are safe in this environment. There will not be any serious injuries to 

both the models. We can notice significant variation in the values with the use of airbag and 

seatbelt rather than using seatbelt alone or traveling without seatbelt and airbag.  

          Viscous Criteria can be defined as the product of deformation of the chest and the 

compression of the body. If VC > 1.3m/s, there is only 25% chance of sustaining severe thoracic 

injury in a frontal impact. The VC verifies the risk of soft tissue injury by a rate-dependent 

viscous injury mechanism and also, supplements the compression criterion that verifies injury 

risk by a crushing mechanism. 
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CHAPTER 5 

HUMAN AND DUMMY RESPONSES IN SMALL OFFSET OVERLAP FRONTAL 

IMPACT 

          This chapter discusses on the human and dummy responses in small offset overlap impact 

test. The chest acceleration, chest deflection, and viscous criteria are plotted for both human and 

dummy models for various scenarios, and are then compared. 

5.1     Finite Element Modeling of Small Offset Overlap Frontal Impact for a Typical Sedan 

          This is considered to be the most dangerous crash. The maximum acceleration acquired 

from the driver seat node is 57G. This type of crash occurs on the left portion of the car (driver 

side). Since the outer edges of the car do not have crumple zone structures, the chances for 

structural damage and occupant getting injured are higher. As soon as the vehicle collides, the 

force exerted affects the front tires, suspension system, and the firewall which can result in 

severe injuries to the occupant inside the car. Figure 5.1 illustrates the small offset overlap 

impact test for a passenger car. 

 

Figure 5.1 Small Offset Overlap Frontal Impact         
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5.2     Finite Element Simulation Results 

        The Small Offset Overlap Impact Simulation as shown in Figure 3.18 is performed 

with the help of LS-DYNA/ LS-PREPOST. Here, the vehicle collides with the rigid barrier at 

35mph.  25 percent of the front bumper of the vehicle will come in contact with the rigid barrier. 

For a Small Offset Overlap Impact, it can vary from 15-25 percent. Figure 5.2 depicts the Small 

Offset Overlap of Ford Taurus Passenger Car. The Figure 5.3 depicts the acceleration profile of 

small offset overlap impact test for a 2001 Ford Taurus Passenger Car. 

                                                                                                                              
Figure 5.2 Simulation of Small Offset Overlap Crash of Ford Taurus Model 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Acceleration Profile on Driver Seat Node 
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Figure 5.4 Acceleration Components (x, y, z) for Small Offset Overlap Impact 

 

             The Figure 5.4 depicts the acceleration components in x, y, z directions for the small 

offset overlap impact when it collides with the rigid barrier. 

5.3     Dummy Responses 

          The occupant response in Small Overlap Impact of Ford Taurus has been tested in 

MADYMO. The acceleration pulse acquired from the driver seat node of a passenger car is 

applied to MADYMO occupant model in order to view the simulations for various parameters 

such as No Airbag and Belt, Only Seatbelt and Both Airbag and Belt. The chest deflection, chest 

acceleration, and viscous criteria are plotted and their values are then tabulated and compared for 

all the three different scenarios. Figure 5.5 depicts simulation for small overlap passenger car 

occupant model without airbag and belt, with belt and no airbag, and with airbag and belt. 

Dummy models have less thoracic deflection, acceleration and viscous criteria compared to 

human models due to stiffness. 
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(a)   
                                At t = 0ms                    At t = 50ms                At t = 100ms 

(b)   
                At t = 0ms                  At t = 50ms              At t = 100ms 

                 (c)  
              At t = 0ms                   At t = 50ms                 At t = 100ms 

                                            
Figure 5.5 MADYMO simulations for (a) No Airbag and Belt, (b) Only Belt and (c) Both Airbag  

and Belt 
 
5.4     Human Model 

          The human response in Small Overlap Impact of Ford Taurus has been tested in 

MADYMO. The acceleration pulse acquired from the driver seat node of a passenger car is 

applied to MADYMO human model in order to view the simulations for various parameters such 

as No Airbag and Belt, Only Seatbelt and Both Airbag and Belt. The chest deflection, chest 

acceleration, and viscous criteria are plotted and their values are then tabulated and compared for 

all the three different scenarios. Figure 5.6 depicts simulation for full frontal passenger car 

human model without airbag and belt, with belt and no airbag and with airbag and belt. 
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(a)  
            At t = 0ms                     At t = 50ms                 At t = 100ms 

(b)  
           At t = 0ms                  At t = 50ms                   At t = 100ms 

 (c)  
             At t = 0ms                   At t = 50ms                 At t = 100ms 

Figure 5.6 MADYMO simulations for (a) No Airbag and Belt, (b) Only Belt and (c) Both Airbag 
and Belt 

5.5     Comparison of Results  

5.5.1     No Airbag, No Seatbelt 

        For Small Overlap Impact, comparison of chest deflection, chest acceleration and viscous 

criteria of Hybrid III Dummy and HBM have been performed with the acceleration pulse 

acquired from the driver seat node. Chest Deflection is considered the most significant compared 

to chest acceleration. All these parameters have been plotted for various vehicle frontal federal 
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standards and shown in Figure 5.7. Maximum injury occurs in this case when compared with the 

other two. 

 

Figure 5.7 Comparison of Chest Deflection for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (No Airbag, No 
Seat belt) 

 

Figure 5.8 Comparison of Chest Acceleration for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (No Airbag, No 
Seat belt) 

               This is the most dangerous crash among the three. 25% of the front bumper collides 

with a rigid barrier that too the left side portion of the vehicle. The occupant has the possibility 

of getting injured more in this case as the driver side of the vehicle collides to a rigid barrier. 
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Chest Acceleration can be viewed from Figure 5.8 as 121G for ATD and 124G for HBM. Since 

the values exceed the threshold limit, serious injury occurs to both ATD and HBM. 

              Not only the viscous criteria, all the values can be seen higher in this case compared to 

the other cases since the crash is very dangerous and the vehicle does not have crash zone 

structure on its outer edges. From Figure 5.9, Viscous Criteria peak values are 0.57m/s for ATD 

and 0.6m/s for HBM. As the values are below the threshold values, severe injury will not occur. 

Threshold value for Viscous Criteria is 1.3m/s. A lot of variations can be seen from the plot for 

HBM due to its flexibility and has higher values compared to dummy.  

 

Figure 5.9 Comparison of Viscous Criteria for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (No Airbag, No 
Seat belt) 

5.5.2      No Airbag, Seatbelt 

              As we can see the Chest deflection, Acceleration and viscous criteria have come down 
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values for chest deflection and viscous criteria but not for the chest acceleration. People can 

survive at certain cases even if the vehicle doesn’t contain airbag and if they use seatbelt. Figure 

5.10 illustrates the Chest Deflection for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM. 

 

Figure 5.10 Comparison of Chest Deflection for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (No Airbag, Seat 
belt) 

               In Figure 5.11, we can see more variation for the human model. It is due to flexibility. 

Dummy being stiff has more resistance power than HBM. The values have come down to 84G 

for dummy model and 92G for human model. This is due to the use of seatbelt. It can reduce the 

level of injury as it tries to hold the occupant in place rather than going forward and colliding 

with the steering wheel or any other parts of the vehicle. Since the values acquired are higher 

than the threshold values, serious injury occurs to both dummy models and human models. 
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Figure 5.11 Comparison of Chest Acceleration for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (No Airbag, No 
Seat belt) 

              From Figure 5.12, it is obvious that the thorax comes in contact with the steering wheel 

for human model whereas in dummy model, the head comes in contact with the steering wheel 

than the chest does. So obviously HBM has slightly more injury in this case than the dummy 

model. It does not cross the threshold value of 1.3m/s. The values of HBM and ATD are 0.34m/s 

and 0.37m/s respectively. 

 

Figure 5.12 Comparison of Viscous Criteria for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (No Airbag, No 
Seat belt) 
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5.5.3     Airbag, Seatbelt 

             It is always safer to travel in a vehicle with airbag and seatbelt. With seat belt and airbag, 

the severity of injury is reduced compared to the other two scenarios. Occupant can survive even 

if the crash is severe if the vehicle is occupied with seat belt and airbag. Seat belt and airbag 

plays a vital role during a collision. From the values from Figure 5.13, we can conclude that the 

occupants are safe as the values are below the threshold values and hence, there won’t be any 

serious injury to the occupant.  

 

Figure 5.13 Comparison of Chest Deflection for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (Airbag, Seat belt) 

               From Figure 5.14, one can conclude that this type of crash seems to be more dangerous 

compared to the other two configurations. Since the left portion of the vehicle is colliding to a 

rigid barrier, the possibility of occupant getting injured is increased here. The values of chest 

acceleration acquired here are more compared to the other two crash tests. It exceeds the 

threshold limit of 60G. HBM will have more injury compared to dummy model due to its 

flexibility. 
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Figure 5.14 Comparison of Chest Acceleration for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (Airbag, Seat 
belt) 

 

Figure 5.15 Comparison of Viscous Criteria for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (Airbag, Seat belt) 

             This research will definitely assist enhance the ability of Dummy and HBM to verify the 

real-world performance of current and future restraint systems. The values acquired are below 

the threshold values which in turn say that both the human model and dummy model are safe in 

this environment. There will not be any serious injuries to both the models.  
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CHAPTER 6 

HUMAN AND DUMMY RESPONSES IN OBLIQUE FRONTAL IMPACT 

         This chapter discusses on the human and dummy responses in oblique frontal impact test. 

The chest acceleration, chest deflection, and viscous criteria are plotted for both human and 

dummy models for various scenarios, and are then compared. 

6.1     Finite Element Modeling of Oblique Frontal Impact for a Typical Sedan 

          The oblique impact can also result in serious injury to the occupant as the outer edge of the 

car collides with a rigid wall. The maximum acceleration acquired from the driver seat node is 

52G. Even if the acceleration is less compared to the other two crash scenarios, the effect can be 

more than a full frontal collision due to the absence of crumple zone structure. Figure 6.1 depicts 

the oblique impact test for a passenger car.   

 
Figure 6.1 Oblique Frontal Impact 

 

6.2     Finite Element Simulation Results 

  The Oblique impact test as shown in Figure 6.1 is also performed using LS-PREPOST/ 

LS-DYNA. Here, the vehicle moves at 35mph and collides to a rigid barrier. 35 percent of the 

front bumper will come in contact with the rigid barrier as the vehicle is rotated at 15º with 

respect to the outer edge of the rigid barrier as shown in Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2 Simulation of Oblique Frontal Impact for Ford Taurus 

             The Figure 6.3 depicts the acceleration profile of Oblique Frontal Impact for a 2001 Ford 

Taurus. Figure 6.4 depicts the acceleration components in x, y, z directions when the vehicle 

collides with a rigid barrier. 

 

Figure 6.3 Acceleration Profile on Driver Seat Node 

 
Figure 6.4 Acceleration Components (x, y, z) for Oblique Frontal Impact 
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6.3    Dummy Responses  

         The occupant response in Oblique Impact of Ford Taurus has been tested in MADYMO. 

The acceleration pulse acquired from the driver seat node of a passenger car is applied to 

MADYMO occupant model in order to view the simulations for various parameters such as No 

Airbag and Belt, Only Seatbelt and Both Airbag and Belt. Figure 6.5 depicts simulation for 

oblique passenger car occupant model without airbag and belt, with belt and no airbag and with 

airbag and belt. 

(a)   
            At t = 0ms                  At t = 50ms              At t = 100ms 

(b)   

                             At t = 0ms                  At t = 50ms                At t = 100ms 

 (c)   

             At t = 0ms                At t = 50ms                 At t = 100ms  

 

           Figure 6.5 MADYMO simulations for (a) No Airbag and Belt, (b) Only Belt and (c) Both 
Airbag and Belt 
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6.4   Human Model Responses 

        The human response in Oblique Impact of Ford Taurus has been tested in MADYMO. The 

acceleration pulse acquired from the driver seat node of a passenger car is applied to MADYMO 

human model in order to view the simulations for various parameters such as No Airbag and 

Belt, Only Seatbelt and Both Airbag and Belt. Figure 6.6 depicts simulation for oblique 

passenger car human model without airbag and belt, with belt and no airbag and with airbag and 

belt. 

   (a)  

            At t = 0ms                 At t = 50ms               At t = 100ms 

   (b)  

            At t = 0ms                 At t = 50ms              At t = 100ms 

   (c)  

            At t = 0ms                 At t = 50ms               At t = 100ms 

 

            Figure 6.6 MADYMO simulations for (a) No Airbag and Belt, (b) Only Belt and (c) Both 
Airbag and Belt 
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6.5 Comparison of Results  

6.5.1 No Airbag, No Seatbelt 

        For Oblique Impact, comparison of chest deflection, chest acceleration and viscous criteria 

of Hybrid III Dummy and HBM have been performed with the acceleration pulse acquired from 

the driver seat node. Chest Deflection is considered the most significant compared to chest 

acceleration. All these parameters have been plotted for various vehicle frontal federal standards. 

Figure 6.7 illustrates the Chest Deflection of Hybrid III Dummy and HBM for an Oblique 

Frontal Impact Test. 

 
Figure 6.7 Comparison of Chest Deflection for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (No Airbag, No 

Seat belt) 
 

               Here, the variation is almost similar for both the dummy and human body models. It 

can be easily noticed from the figure below. The chest acceleration values are way too high when 

compared to the threshold value as the occupant travels with no airbag and seatbelt. There will 

be high possibilities of thorax to hit the steering wheel as the occupant doesn’t have seatbelt. 

This is the reason for high chest acceleration. No restraints are present to control the motion of 

the occupant. It can lead to very serious injuries to the occupant model. From the Figure 6.8, the 
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peak values are 120G and 122G for ATD and HBM which is much higher than 60G (threshold 

value). 

 
Figure 6.8 Comparison of Chest Acceleration for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (No Airbag, No 

Seat belt) 
 
                HBM being flexible has more chances of getting injured than Hybrid III Dummy 

model. The peak values can be seen in the figure 6.9 as 0.37m/s for ATD and 0.41m/s for HBM. 

Since the values are less than the threshold values, severe injury will not occur to the occupant. 

 
Figure 6.9 Comparison of Viscous Criteria for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (No Airbag, No 

Seat belt) 
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6.5.2 No Airbag, Seatbelt 

             As we can see the Chest deflection, Acceleration and viscous criteria have come down 

due to the use of seatbelt. Seatbelt plays a major role in occupant safety. This crash is not a major 

one when compared to the other two as the vehicle hits a wall due to sudden change in direction. 

The effect is more when the vehicle collides to a wall without any change in the direction as the 

velocity of the car will be more than the oblique crash test. 

             In this case, as you can notice from the plots, HBM will not have severe injuries as the 

chest acceleration and viscous criteria are less than the threshold value while the Hybrid III 

Dummy has less value in this situation as the dummy models are stiff and HBM are flexible. 

These models are flexible especially at the abdomen and chest. Since the thesis is entirely based 

on thorax injury, HBM suffer from severe injuries even if the dummy model is safe in the same 

environment due to flexibility. Figure 6.10 depicts the Chest Deflection for Hybrid III Dummy 

and HBM for an Oblique Impact Test. 

 
Figure 6.10 Comparison of Chest Deflection for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (No Airbag, Seat 

belt) 
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Figure 6.11 Comparison of Chest Acceleration for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (No Airbag, 

Seat belt) 
 

             Chest Acceleration can be seen more in most of the cases especially for HBM even with 

airbag and seatbelt case as it is flexible. Chest Acceleration means acceleration at which the 

chest hits the steering wheel which is measured with the help of an accelerometer attached to the 

chest/thorax or sternum.  All the simulations are performed in MADYMO post-processor which 

in turn provides the results from which we can come to a conclusion. Figure 6.11 illustrates the 

comparison of Chest Acceleration for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM. 

 
Figure 6.12 Comparison of Viscous Criteria for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (No Airbag, Seat 

belt) 
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6.5.3 Airbag, Seatbelt 

             It’s always safer to travel in a vehicle with airbag and seatbelt. From the Figure 6.13, we 

can conclude that the occupants are safe as the values are below the threshold values and hence, 

there won’t be any serious injury to the occupant. 

 
Figure 6.13 Comparison of Chest Deflection for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (Airbag, Seat belt) 

 

 
Figure 6.14 Comparison of Chest Acceleration for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (Airbag, Seat 

belt) 
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              From the Figure 6.14, even with airbag and seatbelt, the chest acceleration is found to be 

more than the threshold value. As mentioned earlier, this is because the chest acceleration based 

criteria was not based on the scientific findings from biomechanics. Severe injury occurs to the 

occupant model as it exceeds the threshold value of 60G. 

 

 

Figure 6.15 Comparison of Viscous Criteria for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM (Airbag, Seat belt) 

             The values acquired are below the threshold values which in turn say that both the 

human model and dummy model are safe in this environment. There will not be any serious 

injuries to both the models. We can notice significant variation in the values with the use of 

airbag and seatbelt rather than using seatbelt alone or traveling without seatbelt and airbag. 

Figure 6.11 illustrates the Comparison of Viscous Criteria for Hybrid III Dummy and Human 

Body Model for Oblique Frontal Crash Test. 
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CHAPTER 7 

COMPARISON OF HUMAN AND DUMMY MODEL RESPONSES 

         This chapter discusses on the overall comparison of human and dummy models for full-

frontal, small offset overlap, and oblique impact tests for various scenarios and the results are 

tabulated. Also, the forces exerted by the lap and shoulder belts on both dummy and human 

models are calculated. Knee forces on both human and dummy models are also calculated.   

7.1     Full Frontal Impact 

7.1.1 No Seatbelt, No Airbag 

 

            Figure 7.1 depicts the kinematic simulation results from the Hybrid III Dummy and 

HBM. Overall, HBM seems to be more flexible in comparison with the dummy model; as 

observed from the kinematic simulations. There is a severe bending of spine in case of HBM 

while the dummy being stiff, has negligible bending. HBM has more chances of injury because 

of its flexibility, especially at the abdomen and thorax. 

                                
                                           At t = 0ms                                      At t = 0ms 

                                        
                                        At t = 50ms                                      At t = 50ms 

 Figure 7.1 Kinematic simulation of Hybrid III Dummy and HBM 
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                                        At t = 100ms                                   At t = 100ms 

  Figure 7.1 (continued) 
 

7.1.2      No Airbag, Seatbelt 

              HBM is subjected to higher chest deflection, chest acceleration, and viscous criteria 

when compared with the Dummy model due to its flexibility. The frontal impact of Ford Taurus 

has been performed and the acceleration values are provided to the occupant model in 

MADYMO. The kinematic response and injury criteria were then compared.  We can notice 

considerable decrease in the values due to the use of seatbelt. Chest acceleration is more for 

HBM than dummy model being flexible. Figure 7.2 depicts kinematic simulation for Hybrid III 

Dummy and HBM.   

                                 
                                            At t = 0ms                                       At t = 0ms 

                                
                                          At t = 50ms                                     At t = 50ms 

      Figure 7.2 Kinematic simulation for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM 
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                                         At t = 100ms                                    At t = 100ms 

      Figure 7.2 (continued) 

7.1.3      Seatbelt, Airbag  

              The bending of spine has been reduced due to the use of seatbelt and airbag. This case is 

considered to be the best as the occupant will be safe and the injury values are below the 

threshold value which means there will not be severe injuries to the occupant. The chest 

deflection, acceleration and viscous criteria have been reduced due to the use of airbag and 

seatbelt. Figure 7.3 illustrates kinematic simulation for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM. 

                                 
                                            At t = 0ms                                     At t = 0ms 

                                  
                                         At t = 50ms                                    At t = 50ms 

 

Figure 7.3 Kinematic simulation for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM for Full Frontal Impact 
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                                          At t = 100ms                                   At t = 100ms 

                                                                   Figure 7.3 (continued) 
 
7.2   Small Offset Overlap Frontal Impact 

7.2.1      No Airbag, No Seatbelt 

              This is considered as the most severe crash as the driver side of the vehicle is collided to 

a rigid wall. The small overlap impact of Ford Taurus have been performed and the acceleration 

values are provided to the occupant model in MADYMO. The kinematic response and injury 

criteria were then compared. Severe bending of spine can be seen in case of HBM due to the 

upper torso restrain. The values itself say that severe injuries occur to both dummy and HBM as 

it does not have seatbelt and airbag. Figure 7.4 depicts kinematic simulation for Hybrid III 

Dummy and HBM. 

                
                                              At t = 0ms                                         At t = 0ms 

 

        Figure 7.4 Kinematic simulation for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM 
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                                            At t = 50ms                                      At t = 50ms 

                                 
                                         At t = 100ms                                   At t = 100ms 

                                                                Figure 7.4 (continued) 
                             
7.2.2 No Airbag, Seatbelt 

            As mentioned earlier, the belt holds the occupant models thereby reducing the injury 

severity. In small overlap impact, even though the velocity of the car is same, the chances of 

injury level and the intrusion is more as only the left portion of the car is collided to a rigid 

barrier. The injury values have been reduced due to the FE belt restraint but it’s more compared 

to the other two frontal impacts. Figure 7.5 depicts kinematic simulation for Hybrid III Dummy 

and HBM. 

             
                                          At t = 0ms                                         At t = 0ms 

 

     Figure 7.5 Kinematic simulation for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM 
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                                         At t = 50ms                                      At t = 50ms  

                               
                                       At t = 100ms                                    At t = 100ms 

                                                               Figure 7.5 (continued)   
7.2.3 Airbag, Seatbelt 

            Here, the occupant model will survive due to the use of airbag and seatbelt. Even if we 

use seatbelt and the vehicle is not equipped with airbag, injury levels are going to be higher than 

a vehicle equipped with airbag. It protects the thoracic and abdomen region from getting injured 

to a certain extent. Figure 7.6 illustrates kinematic simulation for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM. 

              
                                             At t = 0ms                                      At t = 0ms 

 

       Figure 7.6 Kinematic simulation for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM 
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                                          At t = 50ms                                     At t = 50ms 

                                
                                       At t = 100ms                                    At t = 100ms 

                                                                Figure 7.6 (continued) 
 
7.3   Oblique Frontal Impact 

7.3.1      No Airbag, No Seatbelt 

              Oblique impact means sudden change in the direction of a vehicle due to unexpected 

obstacles on road. This is not as dangerous as small overlap impact. But the occupant can get 

injured even more compared to full frontal crash due to the absence of crush zone structure. The 

oblique impact of ford taurus have been performed and the acceleration values are provided to 

the occupant model in MADYMO. The kinematic response and injury criteria were then 

compared. The values are considerably low compared to small overlap impact. Figure 7.7 depicts 

kinematic simulation for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM. 
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                                               At t = 0ms                                     At t = 0ms 

                                 
                                               At t = 50ms                                  At t = 50ms 

                                 
                                            At t = 100ms                                At t = 100ms 

                             Figure 7.7 Kinematic simulation for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM 

7.3.2      No Airbag, Seatbelt 

              The seatbelt helps in reducing the injury level by reducing the force at which the 

occupant comes and hit the steering wheel. The injury levels are reduced when compared with 

kinematic response without airbag and belt. Dummy will be safe in this case but the HBM being 

flexible has chances for severe injury. This is applicable for all the cases in case of HBM. Figure 

7.8 illustrates kinematic simulation for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM. 
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                                            At t = 0ms                                     At t = 0ms 

                                 
                                           At t = 50ms                                  At t = 50ms 

                                 
                                          At t = 100ms                               At t = 100ms 

                            Figure 7.8 Kinematic simulation for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM 

7.3.3      Airbag, Seatbelt 

              As mentioned earlier, both airbag and seatbelt plays a major role in reducing the injury 

levels. Bending of spine is much less compared to occupant model without seatbelt and airbag. 

As discussed before, thoracic and abdomen injuries will be way too low when the vehicle is 

equipped with airbag. But the chest acceleration is more than the threshold value in all the cases 

with airbag and seatbelt. Figure 7.9 depicts kinematic simulation for Hybrid III Dummy and 

HBM. 
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                                             At t = 0ms                                   At t = 0ms 

                                
                                           At t = 50ms                                 At t = 50ms 

                               
                                        At t = 100ms                                At t = 100ms 

                            Figure 7.9 Kinematic simulation for Hybrid III Dummy and HBM 

7.4  Overall Comparison of the Results for Human and Dummy Models  

7.4.1     Full Frontal Impact 

            The injury values are almost similar for full frontal impact and oblique impact. As you 

can see, the occupant suffer from severe injuries without seatbelt and airbag as no restraints are 

present in case of Chest Acceleration. When we add a seatbelt to the system, injury level is 

reduced but the chances for HBM to get severe injuries are more compared to dummy model due 
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to its flexibility. Table 7.1 shows the comparison of results for dummy and human models for 

frontal crash scenario.  

Table 7.1 Comparison of Results for Dummy and HBM for Full Frontal Crash Scenario  
Occupant 
Response  

Threshold 
Values  

NO AB, 
NO BELT 
(Dummy)  

NO AB, 
NO 
BELT 
(HBM)  

NO AB, 
BELT 
(Dummy)  

NO AB, 
BELT 
(HBM)  

AB, BELT 
(Dummy)  

AB, 
BELT 
(HBM)  

Chest 
Deflection 

(mm)  

63  47  50 34  37  37  40 

Chest 
Acceleration 

(G)  

60  118 122 65 69  55  59  

Viscous 
Criteria 

(m/s)  

1.3  0.38  0.41  0.21  0.23  0.16  0.18  

 

7.4.2     Small Offset Overlap Frontal Impact 

            This is the most dangerous crash as the left side of the vehicle collides with a rigid wall. 

It can cause severe injuries to the occupant. As you can see from the table below, the injury 

values are high compared to full frontal and oblique impact. Severe injury occurs if the occupant 

is traveling without seatbelt and airbag in case of Chest Acceleration. HBM due to its flexibility 

has higher chest deflection, chest acceleration and viscous criteria compared to dummy. Thus, 

HBM has more chances of injury than dummy models as it shows relative movements that can 

be compared with actual humans.  Table 7.2 illustrates the comparison of results for dummy and 

human models for small overlap test.  
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       Table 7.2 Comparison of Results for Dummy and HBM for Small Offset Overlap Test  
Occupant 
Response  

Threshold 
Values 

NO AB, 
NO BELT 

(Dummy)  

NO 
AB, 
NO 
BELT 

(HBM)  

NO AB, 
BELT 

(Dummy)  

NO 
AB, 
BELT 

(HBM)  

AB, BELT 

(Dummy)  
AB, 
BELT 

(HBM)  

Chest 
Deflection 

(mm)  

  63 54 56 40  43  39  42  

Chest 
Acceleration 

(G)  

  60 121 124  84  92  68  72  

Viscous 
Criteria 

(m/s)  

  1.3 0.57  0.6  0.34  0.37  0.16  0.18  

 

7.4.3     Oblique Frontal Impact 

             Oblique and full frontal impact test depicts almost similar results. Even though it shows 

almost similar results, the impact will be more in this scenario as the outer edge of the vehicle 

comes in contact with the rigid wall. It is not protected with crumple zone structures. Hence,, the 

front tires, suspension system, and the firewall are affected during the collision which in turn 

causes severe injury to the occupant inside the vehicle. This can be reduced by widening the 

outer edge of the vehicle. In all the cases, HBM has severe injury when it comes to chest 

acceleration even if we add belt to the occupant model due to its flexibility especially on 

abdomen and chest. This type of impact occurs when the occupant changes the direction of the 

vehicle suddenly due to unexpected obstacles in the front of the vehicle and collides with a rigid 

barrier. Table below depicts the comparison of HBM and Hybrid III Dummy Model in three 
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different situations. Table 7.3 depicts the comparison of results for dummy and human models 

for oblique impact. 

Table 7.3 Comparison of Results for Dummy and HBM for Oblique Frontal Impact 
Occupant 
Response  

Threshold 
Values 

NO AB, 
NO BELT 

(Dummy)  

NO 
AB, 
NO 
BELT 

(HBM)  

NO AB, 
BELT 

(Dummy)  

NO 
AB, 
BELT 

(HBM)  

AB, BELT 

(Dummy)  
AB, 
BELT 

(HBM)  

Chest 
Deflection 

(mm)  

   63 48  51  37  39  38  42  

Chest 
Acceleration 

(G)  

   60 120 122  76  78  60  65  

Viscous 
Criteria 

(m/s)  

   1.3 0.37  0.41  0.25  0.27  0.11  0.13  

    

               Also, the Chest Acceleration increases for both ATD and HBM even when airbag and 

seatbelt are used. Chest Acceleration was used previously only because no other measurements 

were available at the dummy thorax. The introduction to chest acceleration based criteria was not 

based on scientific findings from biomechanics. Today’s knowledge depicts that 60G tolerance 

level mat not be appropriate. As you can see in the tables above, all the values are above 60G for 

almost all the cases. Hence, the chest acceleration does not predict thorax injuries. Thus, plotting 

the maximum resultant chest accelerations provides no clear correlation.   
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7.5 Lap/Shoulder Belt Forces for Dummy and Human Model 

         The belt forces experienced by the human model are smaller than the dummy model as the 

flexibility of the HBM absorbs more of the belt contact forces as depicted in the Table 7.4. 

Overall, both the lap and shoulder belt forces are lower for the HBM by about 1kN or about 10% 

to 15% in all the different frontal crash scenarios.  

Table 7.4 Comparison of Lap Belt and Shoulder Belt Forces for Dummy and HBM for Belted, 
No Airbag Case 

 Lap belt force 
(Dummy)  

Lap belt force 
(HBM)  

Shoulder belt 
force (Dummy)  

Shoulder belt 
force (HBM)  

Full Frontal  8.5 kN  7.6 kN  5.5 kN  4.6 kN  

Small Overlap  9.5 kN  8.5 kN  6.5 kN  5.6 kN  

Oblique  8.0 kN  7.0 kN  5.2 kN  4.4 kN  

 

           The force on knee for the no belt scenario showed that the human model is subjected to 

larger compressive impact force with the bolster, as shown in the Table 7.5. The human model 

knee force was about 3kN higher than the Hybrid III Dummy model. However, all knee forces 

were below the 10kN threshold. Hence, no knee fracture is expected in any of the frontal 

configuration standards.  
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7.6      Knee Forces for Dummy and Human Model 

Table 7.5 Comparison of Knee Force for Dummy and HBM for No Airbag, No Belt Case 

 Threshold Value  Knee Force 

(Dummy) 

Knee Force  

(HBM)  

Full Frontal  10kN  5.2kN  6.4kN  

Small Overlap  10kN  6.0kN  7.2kN  

Oblique  10kN  4.6kN  5.4kN  

 
          

7.7    Comparison of Other Measures for Full Frontal Impact 

          In the full frontal impact scenario, the flexibility of spine for dummy with airbag and seat 

belt, can be quantified by the directions in the length of the spine during the simulations at initial 

and final stages, are 50mm and 47mm, with a difference of 3mm. For the HBM, it is 50mm and 

45mm, with a difference of 5mm. Thus, for the HBM model the torso (spine) length reduced by 

5mm, and hence, has more flexibility than Hybrid III Dummy. But, for belted, no airbag case, 

flexibility of spine for dummy at initial and final stages are 50mm and 45mm, with a difference 

of 5mm, while for HBM, it is 50mm and 43mm, with a difference of 7mm, which is more 

compared to airbag and seat belt case. This is because, the airbag limit the dummy and human 

model motion thereby reducing the bending of spine. Without airbag and seat belt case, 

flexibility of spine for dummy at initial and final stages are 50mm and 43mm, with a difference 

of 7mm, while for HBM, it is 50mm and 41mm, with a difference of 9mm. More flexibility 

occurs for spine without the restraint system, as there is nothing to restrict the motion of human 
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and dummy models. Overall, maximum flexibility of spine occurs for the HBM in no airbag and 

no seat belt case, for which the length of the spine is reduced by 9mm (or 18%) for the HBM. 

For the dummy model, the maximum was 7mm (or 14%).   
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

8.1   Conclusions  

        The goal of this thesis was to compare the dynamic responses of human body model versus 

the crash dummy in various vehicle frontal federal regulatory standards.  

         In this proposition, a computational methodology was utilized in this thesis to examine the 

dynamic response of human and dummy models in various frontal crash scenarios. The 

simulations of full frontal impact, small offset overlap impact and oblique frontal impact of Ford 

Taurus were performed according to the NCAP procedure at 35mph, and the accelerations were 

provided to the occupant model in automotive interior environment in MADYMO. The 

kinematic response and injury criteria were then compared. 

         Kinematic examination demonstrated that HBM was more flexible than the Hybrid III 

dummy model. It additionally indicated more real human body behavior. Diverse body parts of 

HBM were more relative developments, for example, bending, twisting, deflection and so on. 

For the Full Frontal Impact configuration, the human model showed 2-5% increase in the Chest 

Deflection, 2-4% in Chest Acceleration, and 2-3% in Viscous Criteria, compared to the Dummy. 

For the Small Offset Overlap, the human model showed 2-6% increase in the Chest Deflection, 

3-6% in Chest Acceleration, and 2-3% in Viscous Criteria, compared to Dummy. For the 

Oblique impact, the human model showed 2-3% increase in the Chest Deflection, 2-5% in Chest 

Acceleration, and 2-4% in Viscous Criteria, compared to the Dummy. Overall, the human model 

HBM exhibited higher values in chest acceleration and deflection of about 5% due to its 

flexibility.  
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            The belt forces experienced by the human model were smaller than the dummy model as 

the flexibility of the HBM absorbed more of the belt contact forces. The force on knee for the no 

belt scenario showed that the human model was subjected to larger compressive impact force 

with the bolster. However, all the peak compression knee loads were below the 10kN threshold 

for both HBM and Dummy. Hence, no knee fracture is expected in any of the frontal crash 

scenarios examined. 

             The study indicated that deflection (or compression) was not a major factor in occupant’s 

injury in frontal scenarios for both HBM and Dummy models. Velocity of compression, as 

measured from Viscous Criteria, was also not a major mode of injury in all the three frontal crash 

configurations. Among the injury measures, Chest Acceleration seemed to be the most dominant 

mode of load transfer and injury in frontal collision, and potential for injury.   

               Investigation of the straight measure of the length of the spine (thorax) during the 

various simulations of the human body models versus the dummy models indicated the spine 

axial length significantly reduced in all scenarios. Maximum flexibility of the spine was around 

for the simulation of the no airbag and no seat belt case for the human body model. The spine of 

the human body model reduced axial length by 9mm (18%) of the equilibrium length. The 

corresponding dummy reduction in axial length was about 7mm (14% axial length). This 

quantifies the higher flexibility of the human body spine than the dummy spine. 

                 Overall, this study indicates that the results on the dummy performance in various 

frontal crash scenarios (with testing or simulation) should be examined with care, as an actual 

person of the same size and weight of the dummy might experience higher loads, accelerations, 

and hence there might be a higher risk of injury to an actual person. 
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8.2   Recommendations 

        The following recommendations for future research can be made based on the results from 

this study. 

 The HBM is a relatively new concept for which a lot more research needs to be 

performed in every aspect. 

 Unlike Hybrid III, hardware of HBM is unavailable for testing. 

 Because of its unavailability, the correlation of complete system model, enclosing the 

vehicle structure and the HBM, is a challenge. 

 Reconstruction of various frontal crash scenarios with other car models such as a 

compact car, pick-up trucks, full size car can be performed. 

 The HBM are multi-directional and hence, can be used in any impact scenarios. 

 50th percentile HBM can be tested for side impact scenario and the results can be 

compared with the side impact dummy. 

 Other secondary injury parameters, such as the HIC, fracture of legs, neck loads and 

moments can also be examined further. 

 The MADYMO active human model is currently the only human model on the market 

that can accurately simulate occupant behavior in pre-crash emergency braking followed 

by a crash and crash avoidance maneuvers. MADYMO passive human model can also be 

used for similar crash scenario and results can be compared.  
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